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1)New model: M-149 Maserati Birdcage #7 Havanna/Moss, signed Edition
CMC has announced the release of this model, Limited to 500 pieces. The model is already SOLD OUT
at CMC, I have only a few still available. Price 529 Euro. Available soon, order now as soon as possible.
(First come-first served).
2)Sold out: M-056,M-090,M-091,M-097,M-103,M-131,M-132,M-141,M-147, M-148.
Quite a few models sold out now: M-056 Ferrari 500F2, M-090 Auto Union D #14, M-091 Ferrari California red,
M-097 Maserati Transporter, M-103 Merc. W25 #20, M-131 Alfa Romeo 8C Engine, M-132 Aston Martin Zagato
green, M-141 Alfa Romeo 6C #84 Mille Miglia, M-147 Dirty Hero Merc. W25 and M-148 Dirty Hero Maserati.
3)Most models now: WSL (whilst stocks last), sold out = gone, no replacement
The sale of models will go on. Seperately, I will send you my newest price-list. Please note, that nearly all
models on the list are now marked "WSL", meaning, that once my stock of these models is sold, the models
will not be replaced. From most of the models, I have only a few left, so don't wait too long in case you
want any of them.
4)SALE in december: some special offers/no postage/old prices
In December, no postage will be charged for your orders (Europe). Also, you will still pay the old prices
(I'm expecting a price-rise at the end of January, when the new models for 2016 will be announced)
Some of the models are available at special, reduced prices (see the price-list I'm sending you here-after)
From 1st of January 2016, the charge for postage incl.insurance (your contribution) will be 9 Euro/6 pound
(charge for Europe Zone 1, exept NL/Germany).
Deliveries under 150 Euro will be charged at costs. (Europe zone 1, up to 2 kg = 14,65 Euro)
Also, shipment of all 1:12 models, transporters and non-CMC-models will be charged at cost-price.
5)Supply of Limited-Edition Models
The supply of the latest Limited Edition models (M-141 Alfa Mille Miglia and both the Dirty Heroes) has
shown that this takes place in a more-and-more chaotic way. Sometimes, CMC cuts the number of models
supplied even after they were promissed to be delivered, which is very frustrating and disappointing.
I strongly advise you (again) to order models immediately after they are announced. For the new releases
for 2016 this will be at the end of January. Only then I can order enough models (hopefully) to supply
every-one. And remember: pre-orders are without obligations, you can always cancel free of charge.
6)Looking for any old CMC-models, not on my price-list?
A customer of mine is currently selling (part of) his collection, he asked me to assist.
These models include the Ferrari- and Maserati Transporter, M-021, M-041,M-046,M-049,M-051,M-053,M-060,
M-061,M-064, M-075, M-077, M-082, M-087, M-123, M-124, M-137. Further information about these models:
see CMC's website under History.
In case you're looking for any other models, please send a list, maybe I can help.
7) Next models to arrive: CMC Ferrari GTO's (4 colours)
The first delivery of the silver and blue versions is expected in January, yellow and red in January.
Also expected soon: M-149, the signed Edition of the Havanna-Maserati (see above).
Thanks, hope to hear from you soon.

